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Friend in need is friend indeed.
[Complete the proverb b by inserting appropriate articles.)
You must have another watch
(Rewrite using another modal auxiliary showing ‘suggestion’).
I listen carefully to what he said.
(Identify and name the clauses).
The image is cool and refreshing.
(Rewrite as an exclamatory sentences).
His brain becomes as soft as cheese. (Write in to simple future tenses).
Raj was the first guest who arrived at the venue. (Combine the sentences using the infinitive)
She likes___________(read) books on celebrities (Rewrite the sentences suing the verb in the bracket as
Gerund).
I was haunted by the dream the whole day. (Change the voice.)
Life is a game.
(Name and explain the figure of speech).
On the street I looked around.
(Underline the preposition in the following sentences).
Education is the most important of all things.(Write in to comparative degree).
Are they not human beings?
(Write in to Assertive sentences).
Our face is like a mirror.
(Change in to negative sentences).
A bee is not as busy as I am.
(Change the degree of comparison).
A heavy policeman, bounded up the steps. (Frame ‘Wh’ questions for the following sentences).
She is as cunning as fox.
( Name and explain the figure of speech).
The college offers many courses but none of them suit me.
(Write in to complex Sentences).
God made the country, man made the town.
(Rewrite the sentences into compound sentences).
The teacher said, “Man is mortal”.
(Change in to indirect speech).
I had located the right shop.
(Change the voice).
My mother hardly ever goes the movies.
(Add question tag).
Australia is one of the most popular countries in the game of cricket.
(Change the degree).
You are very self fish.
(Rewrite an exclamatory sentences).
The boy is writing a letter.
(Change the voice).
Many great ships cross________ Bay of Bengal.
(Use appropriate Articles).
I differ ______ You_____ this question.
(Choose appropriate preposition).
Plato wrote many books.
(Rewrite sentences in to past perfect tense).
Mahabaleshwar is cooler than Matheran. (Change the degree).
His father said,” What are you doing?”
(Change in to indirect speech).
We expect good news.
(Change the voice).

